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Source 3: Excerpts from CIA Plan to Overthrow
Mossadegh, June 1953
Instructions: The text below is an excerpt from the CIA plan (known as TPAJAX) to overthrow
Mohammad Mossadegh. (Note: SIS stands for Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service.) As you read,
use different colors to mark 1) words or phrases that you don’t understand; 2) 3-5 sentences that you
think are most important; and 3) any sentence that refers to events described in your reading. Answer
the questions that follow. You should prepare to summarize your findings to your class.

Initial Operational Plan for TPAJAX as Cabled from Nicosia to Headquarters on 1 June 1953
Summary of Preliminary Plan prepared by SIS and CIA Representatives in Cyprus
I. Preliminary Action
A. Interim Financing of Opposition
1. CIA will supply $35,000 to Zahedi.
2. SIS will supply $25,000 to Zahedi.
3. SIS indigenous channels Iran will be used to supply above funds to Zahedi.
4. CIA will attempt subsidize key military leaders if this is necessary.
B. Acquisition shah cooperation
1. Stage 1: Convince the shah that UK and US have joint aim and remove pathological fear
of British intrigues against him.
a. Ambassador Henderson call on the shah to assure him of US-UK common aid and
British supporting him not Mossadegh.
b. Henderson to say to the shah that special US representative will soon be introduced to him for presentation joint US-UK plan.
2. Stage 2: Special US representative will visit the shah and present following:
a. Presentation to the shah
(1) Both governments consider oil question secondary.
(2) Major issue is to maintain independence Iran and keep from the Soviet orbit. To
do this Mossadegh must be removed.
(3) Present dynasty best bulwark national sovereignty.
(4) While Mossadegh in power no aid for Iran from United States.
(5) Mossadegh must go.
(6) US-UK financial aid will be forthcoming to successor government.
(7) Acceptable oil settlement will be offered but successor government will not be
rushed into it.
b. Demands on the shah
(1) You must take leadership in overthrow Mossadegh.
(2) If not, you bear responsibility for collapse of country.
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(3) If not, shah’s dynasty will fall and US-UK backing of you will cease.
(4) Who do you want to head successor government? (Try and maneuver shah into
naming Zahedi.)
(5) Warning not to discuss approach.
(6) Plan of operation with Zahedi will be discussed with you.
II. Arrangement with Zahedi
A. After agreement with shah per above, inform Zahedi he chosen to head successor government with US-UK support.
B. Agree on specific plan for action and timetable for action. There are two ways to put Zahedi in office.
1. Quasi-legally, whereby the shah names Zahedi Prime Minister by royal firman [decree].
2. Military coup.
Quasi-legal method to be tried first. If successful at least part of machinery for military coup will be brought into action. If it fails, military coup will follow in matter of
hours....
IX. Mechanics of Quasi-Legal Overthrow
A. At this moment the view with most favor is the so-called [redacted] whereby mass demonstrators seek religious refuge in Majlis grounds. Elements available to religious leaders
would be joined by those supplied by bazaar merchants, up to 4,000 supplied by SIS controlled group and additional elements supplied through CIA.
B. Would be widely publicized that this refuge movement on basis two grounds popular dissatisfaction with Mossadegh government as follows:
1. Ground one that Mossadegh government basically anti-religious as most clearly demonstrated ties between Mossadegh and Tudeh; and Mossadegh and USSR. Just prior to
movement CIA would give widest publicity to all fabricated documents proving secret
agreement between Mossadegh and Tudeh.
2. Ground two that Mossadegh is leading the country into complete economic collapse
through his unsympathetic dictatorship.
Just prior to movement CIA would give widest publicity to the evidence of illegally
issued paper money. CIA might have capability to print masses excellent imitation
currency which would be over-printed by this message.
C. Religious refuge to take place at the dawn of the coup day. Immediately followed by effort
have Majlis pass a motion to censure the government. This is to be followed by the dismissal of Mossadegh and the appointment of Zahedi as successor, If successful, the coup
would be completed by early afternoon. Falling success, the coup would be mounted later
that evening.
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Questions about Source 3:
1. When was this document written? ___________________________________________________

Who was president of the United States at this time?

2. According to this document, what was the U.S. CIA proposing to do in Iran?

3. List the three most important sentences from this document. Explain your reasoning.
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